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Inner healing and deliverance are key issues for those who seek wholeness, but usually these are

treated as separate ministries. Chester and Betsy Kylstra break through this tradition and apply a

unique, integrated approach to healing mind and spirit. With detailed, documented biblical footing,

the Kylstras address four problem areas:-Sins of the past-Destructive beliefs-Emotional and spiritual

pain-Demonic oppression Readers will learn how to work with the Holy Spirit to close these doors of

the enemy and walk in God's restorative grace. Contains worksheets and detailed lists of ministry

steps.
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Live free in the here and now!Rejection, depression, guilt, fear, deception. These symptoms of

spiritual bondage are everywhere you look. The good news is that this oppression can be replaced

by the joy, peace and freedom God's healing brings.With more than fourteen years of experience in

healing and deliverance ministry, Chester and Betsy Kylstra have developed a unique approach that

offers lasting results by integrating the four key areas usually treated as separate issues: - sins of

the fathers and resulting curses - ungodly beliefs - soul / spirit hurts- demonic oppression The

Kylstras offer detailed biblical grounding, real-life examples and immense practicality to help guide

ministers and ministry receivers alike. Biblical Healing and Deliverance will deliver to you the

promise of God's lasting freedom."I heartily recommend this book to all who would heal others or be

healed themselves."--John Sandford, cofounder, Elijah House, Inc."This book expresses the most



balanced and workable ministry in the area of biblical healing that I have ever witnessed or

experienced."--Dr. Bill Hamon, founder and president; Christian International Ministries Network"An

outstanding, life-changing book!"--Dr. ChÃƒÂ© Ahn, senior pastor, Harvest Rock Church"The

Kylstras' systematic teaching will restore your foundations to be truly free in Christ."--John Arnott,

senior pastor, Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship

Chester and Betsy Kylstra are both ordained ministers with Christian International Ministries. They

serve on Bishop Bill Hamon's Board of Governors and on C. Peter Wagner's Apostolic Roundtable

of Deliverance Ministries. They founded Proclaiming His Word Ministries, Inc., in 1992. The

Kylstras, who have four adult children, live in Hendersonville, North Carolina.

This book is amazing. I am about to go through RTF's ministry in a few month and they had me get

and go through this book. The things that has happened were incredible! Even at just the first stage

I was driving out a demon from me... and since then every step has been incredible! I have never

felt so free to love my God as I have now from having all the muck cleared out between He and I.

This book showed me how real the power of prayer can be! I have had so many life questions

answered by applying some of the principles and techniques in this book and had healing occur at

almost every stage of the reading!

Excellent book. For anyone who wants to find the freedom Jesus died to give them but is struggling

with finding that "abundant life" He spoke of. Many of us know the verses used in spiritual warfare

but are likened to a drunken Jedi in utilizing them. This book step by step lays out how to gain your

freedom in Christ from strongholds, bondage, or oppression. Biblically sound, no crazy stuff. It's so

straight forward you'll be asking yourself why you never realized these truths earlier and why the

larger Body doesn't seem to know what should be common day knowledge for attainIng and

maintaining our freedom, our walk, and our joy in the Lord.

This book and its principles brought great healing and deliverance! It changed my life. The process,

that this book walks you through, is simple and easy to understand. Most "self help" books point out

all that you have done wrong and then give you a list of how to do it right from now on. This book is

different! It comes from the vantage point of an allie, pointing out the enemies ways and damage

done. Then it helps to clean up and repair the damage, going on to teach you how to prevent the

enemies progress in the future. Well worth the money and time to ingest it. Thanks for carrying this



book and Thanks to the authors for all that they put into this book! Job well done!!!

This is reading for every spiritually mature Christian.

At first glance the title might conjure up a picture or two from the darker side of religion. Instead, I

was pleased to find the subjects of healing and deliverance discussed from a simple,

non-condemning and sometimes humerous writing style. The authors are obviously well educated in

the areas of healing and deliverance, use several examples from their personal experiences and the

points made are solidly biblicay based.

Wow this book is helping me in so many ares of my life.

on time , as described

We all encounter negative things or experiences that effect the way we live and view life. This book,

Biblical Healing and Deliverance will show a person how to regain the joy of the Lord and freedom

by going after emotional hurts and pain for instance through the power of God and the authority He

has given us through Jesus Christ. This book gives a very detailed approach to four different main

categories (areas) of how we are impacted by these negative influences. There are no quick fixes

offered here but a solid foundation for freedom from bondage to things that hold us back from living

out the life that God has designed each of us to live. Buy this book! There is none other like it.
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